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WORK WITH PLEASURE
by V. Rozov, VHTP from Russia at ITER Garching JWS

I am lucky. I have managed, despite a curved trajectory, to come to the very science which corresponds to
my original intentions - thermonuclear engineering. Strangely enough, taking into consideration the ancient
belief that "Man supposes, God proposes". But one should remember that it was during those good old times
in Russia, when it was possible to see plans getting materialized. Anyway, after graduating from Moscow
State Technical University I arrived at the Research and Development Institute of Power Engineering
(ENTEK), Moscow, rather close to the desired destination.

Having been deeply involved in nuclear engineering at ENTEK, one day it occurred to me that I was on the
plane to Munich, descending onto the landscape which seemed to be artificially painted, neatly and
methodically. I have to confess that immediately after landing I was seized by vague doubts as to the proper
direction of my future activity. As I saw it then, the weather in Bavaria in July was simply too nice for
successful work. However, having been introduced to some of my new colleagues, I was forced to get
acquainted with my future job. From the very beginning I had so many questions and the job problems were
multiplied by my awful English. Just for the record, it was my first trip abroad and my first experience in
speaking English workwise. In this situation, I was saved, in particular, by the kind help of Dr. Filippo Elio,
whose enthusiasm and cordiality served as a clear international language.

The best way to learn something is to be
forced to use it. There was no time to
learn the MAC system, or Unix or net
tools. It still is a great riddle for me - what
was the main reason to make a choice in
favour of MACs here? It was the least
difficulty for me to change the usual
platform (after PC). But I can't help
noticing that most of the applications for
MAC have a too intelligent interface in
comparison with real thinking capability.
So, I am forced not to forget to use
manual settings (whenever and if I
manage to find them) as much as
possible. It is a fact that the computer
does not work as we think, but as we
order, but I prefer to have a more distinct
capability to order!Victor Rozov with Reinhilde ("HUH") Weinfurtner

I'd like to emphasise that there is one problem, which, obviously, could not be solved by own accord of the
Visiting Home Team Personnel (VHTP). I mean, the problem of settling down, regulated by German law,
local rules and procedures - passport, medical insurance, visa, etc. Any attempt to understand the required
procedure provokes even more questions. But it is well known that in order to ask a proper question it is
necessary to know a priori the bigger part of the answer. The seamy side of the "Deutsche Ordnung" is the
enormous volume of regulations (in comparison with Russia, where a relatively moderate volume of
regulations provokes a creative approach from the citizens on the one hand, and from the authorities on the
other, usually resulting in the red tape). The following example could serve a apotheosis of the difference
between Russia and Germany in this matter and may be the better illustration. As far as I remember, in
Russia the printed Traffic Rules, for driving as well as for trial, consist of about 25 pages which should be
learned by heart (and this is indeed a requirement of practice). As far as I recently heard, in Germany a
convenient manual is available for driving. But God save you of not finding yourself in a questionable
situation, because the full set of Traffic Rules in Germany is a huge folio, despite almost equal practical
meaning of the contents. But this is only a particular example. For an aboriginal the problem of following the
"Deutsche Ordnung" is alleviated by the habits and customs, but for an "uncultivated" foreigner it is simply a
hard thing to deal with. Anyhow, the core of the problem, namely the relations with local authorities, could be
considered as being hopeless and unsolvable without host administrative support.

Despite having had in advance all the information on the arrangements for my living and working at Garching,
I was pleasantly surprised not to experience any shortage in administrative and social support. Everything
was pre-arranged. Only a few months after my arrival, I formed the habit of feeling "no problems" -



everywhere and any time, in the streets, at the apartment, at the office. In this connection, I can't do without
directing warm words to Mrs. Weinfurtner's address, whose help (like visa formalities, medical insurance, as
well as in many other aspects) was really priceless. And finally her usual way to try her best should' be
emphasized.

Habits are the second nature, say the Russians. Nothing surprising that I have been confronted with quite a
different mentality and the necessity to lead a different mode of life. It is difficult to judge preferences, but,
frankly speaking, I would advise every Russian to take a look of Germany. Despite the fact that in my case
the impressions as a whole were corresponding to my earlier imaginations, it is still better to have a look once
rather than to hear even seven times. Maybe the daily life here is not so "interesting" as in Russia nowadays,
but it is well known what a wise ancient Chinese used to say about an interesting life in interesting times.

The main reason for me to enjoy being at Garching is, probably, the perfect conditions for plunging into pure
work. Only missing my family is a drawback to be put on the other side of the scales. Nevertheless, there is
a severe joke about that one man can really manage with only one deal simultaneously: work or woman (at
least in Russia). Anyhow, being here is a lucky opportunity to combine the useful with pleasure. The
Garching ITER JWS and its close surroundings have their own charms, and, in addition, being so close to
great Munich is an asset.

I am looking forward to the moment when the accumulated mass of reports and memos will reach the critical
size required to start the construction of ITER. I hope that at least our grandchildren will have an opportunity
to see an exhibit of the real ITER at the Deutsches Museum in Munich as well as in some other museums. It
does not matter where the first fusion reactor will be constructed and under which abbreviation. But our
common concern should be to save at least the character " I " in this abbreviation. Despite all modern
electronic tools for information exchange, nothing could substitute personal contacts.

Bird's View of the Garching Research Center, the core of which is
the Max Planck Institute for Plasma Physics (IPP).

On this photograph a part of the ITER Building is still under construction.
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